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Sun et al.: Serum Clinical efficacy and prognosis of the large-dose methylprednisolone impulse therapy in 
combination with the surgery

It is aimed to investigate the clinical efficacy and prognosis of large-dose methylprednisolone impulse 
therapy in combination with the surgery in treatment of the spinal damage complicated with the spinal 
cord injury. A retrospective analysis was conducted over the clinical data of 90 spine damage patients 
complicated with the spinal cord injury who underwent the surgical treatment in this hospital between 
October 2015 and September 2018. In the control group, patients only took the surgical treatment, while 
those in the observation group adopted the large-dose methylprednisolone impulse therapy. Following 
treatment, the improvement of vertebral body, Harris score, self-care ability of daily living and the overall 
effective rate of treatment were evaluated in two groups. In the observation group, the compression height 
of the anterior vertebral edge was (6.64±2.20) mm, the compression height of the posterior vertebral 
edge was (5.86±2.63) mm, and the Cobb’s angle was (8.62±2.51), which were significantly improved when 
compared with those in the control group, and the differences had statistical significance (t=21.75, 11.37 or 
12.64; p<0.05). In the observation group, patients also had a higher Harris score (66.11±3.97) points than 
their counterparts in the control group (5.68±2.26) points (t=83.42; p< 0.05). Besides, the scores of the self-
care ability of daily life [Dressing: (8.91±2.33) points; diet: (8.63±2.47) points; walking: (14.33±2.96) points; 
moving ability of the bed or chair: (13.11±2.97) points; control of defecation: (15.34±4.70) points] in the 
observation group were all higher than the control group [Dressing: (3.54±2.60) points; diet: (3.16±2.11) 
points; walking: (1.62±3.11) points; moving ability of the bed or chair: (1.74±3.20) points; control of 
defecation (2.86±6.12) points] (t=9.69, 10.61, 18.67, 16.42 and 10.22; p< 0.05). In the observation group, the 
total effective rate of treatment was 95.56 %, also significantly higher than 80.00 % in the control group 
(ꭓ2 = 4.113, p<0.05). After the large-dose methylprednisolone impulse therapy in combination with the 
surgical treatment, spine-damaged patients with the spinal cord injury gain the promising improvement 
in the vertebra and prognosis, significantly enhancing the self-care ability of daily life, with recovery in the 
nerve function and muscle strength. Thus, this strategy is worthy of being promoted in clinical practice. 
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Spine trauma is a common, multi-onset, traumatic 
disease in clinical practice, mainly caused by the traffic 
accident and falling injuries[1]. However, in diseases 
of spine trauma, 10 % of the patients may further 
complicate with the spinal cord injury (SCI) in varying 

degrees, while those patients usually suffer from the 
poor efficacy and prognosis, and particularly, patients 
in some severe cases may even progress into the 
severe disability or even death[2,3]. Meanwhile, it alters 
the nerve functions of the spine severely, resulting 
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in the dysfunction in feeling or motion and affecting 
the self-care ability of daily life of patients. Thus, it 
severely burdens the patients and their family[4,5]. To 
elaborate the therapeutic strategy for the spine trauma 
complicated with the SCI and the corresponding 
prognosis, we compared the changes in vertebra, Harris 
score and self-care ability of daily life of 90 spine-
damaged patients with SCI who underwent the surgical 
treatment between October 2015 and September 2018 
in this hospital, and the detailed information is reported 
as follows. A total of 90 spine-damaged patients with 
SCI who underwent the surgical treatment between 
October 2015 and September 2018 in this hospital 
were enrolled into this study, and divided randomly 
into two groups, the control group and the observation 
group, with 45 patients in each group. In the control 
group, there were 30 males and 15 females, aged from 
20 to 69 y old, with an average of (42.8±5.5) y old. 
Cause of injury: 16 patients were caused by the traffic 
accident, 12 by the falling down, 10 by the crashing 
injury and 7 by falling injury. Type of fracture: 20 
patients had the rotate dislocation, 9 had the burst 
fracture, 9 had the type II bending compression fracture 
and 7 had the type III bending compression fracture. 
Site of fracture: 18 patients had fracture in lumbar 
segments (L) 2, 9 in L11, 8 in thoracic segments (T) 
10, 7 in T11 and 3 in T12. In the observation group, 
there were 31 males and 14 females, aged from 21 to 
68 y old, with an average of (42.6±5.3) y old. Cause of 
injury: 17 patients were caused by the traffic accident, 
12 by the falling down, 9 by the crashing injury and 
7 by falling injury. Type of fracture: 21 patients had 
the rotate dislocation, 9 had the burst fracture, 8 had 
the type II bending compression fracture and 7 had the 
type III bending compression fracture. Site of fracture: 
17 patients had fracture in L2, 10 in L11, 8 in T10, 7 
in T11 and 3 in T12. Differences in the general data 
showed no statistical significance (p>0.05). This study 
was approved by the Ethic Committee of the hospital, 
and subjects or their family had signed the written 
informed consents before enrollment. Prior to the 
operation, patients took the prophylactic antibiotics and 
mannitol intravenously. All patients were advised to 
take the general anesthesia, and surgical methods were 
chosen upon the condition of patients.  In the control 
group, patients underwent the subtotal corpectomy of 
the affected vertebra, and the surrounding intravertebral 
discs were all removed but the endplate was retained. 
Procedures are introduced in brief as follows: At the 

time of anterior decompression of the spinal canal, 
spinal canal was opened appropriately for inserting 
the fixators from the bones and ribs, followed by the 
suitable decompression;  In the posterior approach 
operation, laminectomy was adopted to fix the pedicle 
of vertebral arch, which, according to the condition 
of patients, was open and compressed, and bone graft 
fusion was performed at the posterior, lateral processus 
transversus; During the combined anterior and posterior 
approach, patients were required to keep in prone 
position, and the vertebra was fixed at the posterior 
pedicle, and then in the right lateral position, pleura was 
incised to expose the lesions; following the treatment 
of the vessels inside the vertebra, subtotal corpectomy 
of the affected vertebra was carried out to eliminate 
the compression status in the anterior spine, and the 
ipsilateral iliac was utilized to support the implanted 
bones, followed by internal fixation of steel plate for 
treatment. For patients in the observation group, they 
went through the anterior approach, posterior approach 
or combined anterior and posterior approach plus the 
large-dose methylprednisolone impulse therapy (SFDA 
Approval No.: H20080284). At 15 min after injury, 
intravenous infusion at dose of 30 mg/kg was advised, 
at 1 h, drip transfusion at a dose of 5.4 mg/kg/h for 3 to 
8 h was advised. After operation, all patients underwent 
the dehydration therapy, nutritional support and anti-
infection therapy. Comparison of the transformation of 
vertebra between two groups; Comparison of the Harris 
scores between two groups; Comparison of the self-care 
ability of the daily life of patients between two groups. 
Indexes of the vertebral transformation included the 
compression height of the vertebral anterior edge, 
compression height of the vertebral posterior edge, 
Cobb’s angle and the lower levels indicated promising 
transformation. Evaluation of the prognosis of patients 
by Harris scores was carried out from the aspects, 
including deformity, pains, motion range and function of 
joint, with a total score of 100 points and a higher score 
represented the better prognosis. The self-care ability of 
daily life of patients was evaluated from 5 dimensions, 
including the abilities of dressing, diet, walking, 
moving chairs or beds and control of defecation, and 
a higher score represented the more potent self-care 
ability of daily life. Excellence: Obvious improvement 
or thorough restoration of the nerve function and 
muscular strength; Improvement: recovery in the nerve 
function and muscular strength; failure: not satisfying 
the criteria of improvement. The total effective rate of 
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treatment=(Cases of excellence+cases of improvement)/
total cases×100.00 %. Data were analyzed in the SPSS 
22.0 software. Measurement data were expressed in 
means±standard deviation, and compared by using the 
t test. p<0.05 indicated the statistical significance of the 
difference. The vertebral transformation of patients in 
the observation group was superior to that in the control 
group and the difference had statistical significance 
(p<0.05; Table 1). For Harris scores, a higher score was 
found in the observation group, instead of the control 
group (p<0.05; Table 2). As for the self-care ability of 
daily life, patients in the observation group performed 
much better than their counterparts in the control group 
and the differences had statistical significance (p<0.05; 
Table 3). In the observation group, the total effective 
rate of treatment was 95.56 %, also significantly higher 
than 80.00 % in the control group (p<0.05; Table 4). 

Rapid development in the industries of construction and 
transportation has brought about severe problems in 
the spine trauma caused by the crashing injury, falling 
injury or traffic accidents[6]. Apart from the severe and 
complicated condition, patients usually suffer from 
other injuries, such as SCI, one of the complications 
with a high incidence rate. Spinal trauma complicated 
with SCI complicates the condition of patients, and the 
increased difficulty in treatment and poor prognosis also 
contribute to the high morbidity and mortality rates[7,8]. 
Thus, it is quite necessary to develop a new strategy 
to improve the prognosis of spinal trauma complicated 
with the SCI. Surgical treatment is inevitable for spine-
damaged patients with SCI for surgical treatment can 
remove the nerve compression and improve the stability 
of spine, which is conducive to facilitating the recovery 
of the spinal sequence[9,10]. Surgery has the following 

Group
Compression height of the 

vertebral anterior edge 
(mm)

Compression height of the 
vertebral posterior edge 

(mm)
Cobb’s angle (°)

Observation group (n=45) 6.64±2.20 5.86±2.63 8.62±2.51
Control group (n=45) 35.11±7.97 23.34±6.21 21.6±5.85
t 21.75 11.37 12.64
p <0.05 <0.05 <0.05

TABLE 1: COMPARISON OF THE VERTEBRAL TRANSFORMATION BETWEEN TWO GROUPS 

x̅±s=means±standard deviation, p<0.05 indicated the statistical significance of the difference. 

TABLE 2: COMPARISON OF THE HARRIS SCORES BETWEEN TWO GROUPS [(x̅±s), POINTS]
Group Harris scores
Observation group (n=45) 66.11±3.97
Control group (n=45) 5.68±2.26
t 83.42
p <0.05

x̅±s= means±standard deviation, p<0.05 indicated the statistical significance of the difference.

TABLE 3: COMPARISONS OF THE SELF-CARE ABILITY OF DAILY LIFE BETWEEN TWO GROUPS

Group Dressing Diet Walking Moving chairs or 
beds

Control of 
defecation

Observation group 
(n=45) 8.91±2.33 8.63±2.47 14.33±2.96 13.11±2.97 15.34±4.70

Control group 
(n=45) 3.54±2.60 3.16±2.11 1.62±3.11 1.74±3.20 2.86±6.12

t 9.69 10.61 18.67 16.42 10.22
p <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05
x̅±s= means±standard deviation, p<0.05 indicated the statistical significance of the difference. 

TABLE 4: COMPARISON OF THE TOTAL EFFECTIVE RATE OF TREATMENT BETWEEN TWO GROUPS [n 
(%)]
Group n Failure Improvement Excellence Total effective rate
Observation group 45 2(4.44) 20(44.44) 23(51.12) 43(95.56)
Control group 45 9(20.00) 16(35.56) 20(44.44) 36(80.00)
t 4.113
p <0.05
x̅±s= means±standard deviation, p<0.05 indicated the statistical significance of the difference. 
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advantages: Relocation operation is carried out under 
the direct view, with a good operability; Modern 
autonomous grafting technique can guarantee the ideal 
efficacy of surgery. In addition to the surgical treatment, 
patients in the observation group additionally took 
the large-dose methylprednisolone impulse therapy, 
which can further repair the nerves and improve the 
decompression effect on the spinal canal[11]. The results 
of this study showed that the vertebral transformation 
of patients in the observation group was superior 
to that in the control group and the difference had 
statistical significance (p<0.05), we further compared 
the Harris scores between two groups, found the higher 
scores in the observation group (p<0.05); besides, the 
improvement in the self-care ability in the observation 
group was excellent (p<0.05), as reported by He ZB et 
al.[12], the total effective rate of the observation group 
was much higher than that in the control group in this 
study (p<0.05). In conclusion, after the large-dose 
methylprednisolone impulse therapy in combination 
with the surgical treatment, spine-damaged patients 
with the SCI gain the promising improvement in the 
vertebra, with decrease in the compression heights of 
anterior and posterior vertebral edges, and prognosis 
is also ameliorated. Furthermore, patients also enjoy 
their improvement in the self-care ability of daily life 
(abilities of dressing, diet, walking, moving the chairs 
or beds and control of defecation). Thus, this strategy is 
worthy of being promoted in clinical practice. 
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